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Abstract—Reverse engineering of genetic regulatory network involves the modeling of the given gene expression data into a form of the network. Computationally it is possible to have the relationships between genes, so called gene regulatory networks (GRNs), that can help to find the genomics and proteomics based diagnostic approach for any disease. In this paper, clustering based method has been used to reconstruct genetic regulatory network from time series gene expression data. Supercoiled data set from Escherichia coli has been taken to demonstrate the proposed method.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Central dogma applies that DNA makes by replication, DNA makes RNA by transcription and DNA again makes protein by translation. RNA can be made from DNA by reverse transcription which by PCR can be used for various purposes. Gene expression data is basically extracted from a 96 pixel chip. The dye, for example, coomassie brilliant blue is applied on the pixels. The different proteins fluoresce differently on the pixels and the various kinds of proteins are identified by viewing different colors. Gene expression in prokaryotes are identified in a type of fragment in genome called operon which consists of three enzymes transgalactosidase, permease and the thiogalactosidase and three regions operator, promoter and a Z region (not identified). The operator biases the protein attaching to the promoter. When the protein attached with the inducer the protein is controlled by the enzymes, mainly by transgalactosidase to form various products. When the protein is attached with repressor the protein is not recognized and the regulation does not occur. The same approach is applied on the data set of Escherichia coli of the supercoiling gene expression data which has 4608 genes. Supercoiling gene expression data can easily be recognized and executed by the dyes. As such by various techniques the gene regulatory networks can be identified [1].

The huge data set can reveal the interaction between the genes which can thus be used as utilization of the data achieved for identification of the drug target owing to high throughput screening technology such as ChIP, DNA microarray and protein-protein interactions. The huge dataset can be compressed by these approaches and the various outcomes can be achieved by identifying the issues [2] [3].

II. PREVIOUS WORKS

Various techniques have been proposed for identification of the gene regulatory networks (GRNs) from the time-series gene expression profiles. REVEAL [4], reverse engineering algorithm proposes the mutual information technique which implies Shannon entropy which can find dependency between the attributes which thereby could produce the gene regulatory network. The proposed work in [4] has been produced for Bayesian and regulatory matrix methods. Boolean networks involve the production of GRNs on the basis of true and falseness of the data by giving it the values 0 and 1. The Bayesian methods involve the probabilistic approach and regulation matrix involves the dataset involving the time series and steady state data. Other machine learning approaches have also been proposed. Wang and Gotoh [6] constructed cancer specific GRN using soft computing rules. We the extensive review, refer [2] [5] [11].

Most of the previous study has many major drawbacks such as dimensionality problem, computational complexity problem and an experimental measurement problem. There are too many genes with lesser time points [7]. A priori information is needed with guidelines provided of the designed data.

III. MATERIALS AND METHODS

In this paper, a clustering technique has been applied to find the regulatory relationships among genes.

A. Methods

To identify a GRN the proposed work is follows:

- Data set is identified and downloaded
- Preprocessing of data set is done
- Clustering of data set is overviewed
- Post processing of the clustered data set
- Visualization is done as GRNs are synthesized.

B. Data Set

Data set can be downloaded by various sites such as SMD (Stanford Microarray Database) or GEO (Gene Expression Ontology). The current data set has been downloaded from SMD that consists of 4608 rows (genes) and 24 columns (environment in which the data set is applied) of the supercoiled data set from Escherichia coli. Clustering-based approach has been applied to produce the GRNs.
C. Data Preprocessing

Data preprocessing by various techniques such as normalization is undergone. The comparison of attributes of data by various techniques such as log transformation is known as normalization. Log transformation can be identified by dyes Cyt3 and Cyt5 and the ratios are further overviewed. The scaling factor may be used to identify the data sets attributes.

D. Clustering

The data set is then clumped into various pattern and architectures by various techniques such as hierarchical clustering in which no centroid related vector-based search is applied. It can be classified into two parts - the hierarchical divisive clustering and hierarchical agglomerative clustering which are based division and clumping of the data set respectively. Hierarchical agglomerative clustering can again be classified into various types:

- Single linkage: The minimum distance between the correlated attributes is considered. The grouping is based on minimum dissimilarity between members of each group.
- Complete linkage: Greatest distance between the non-correlated attributes is considered. It is also known as maximum or furthest neighborhood method.
- Average linkage: Average distance between the correlated attributes is used. It can be weighted or unweighted depending on the size of the clusters created.
- Centroid method: Mean of the various correlated attributes is taken as centroid and calculated which result in merging of clusters.
- Ward’s method: The squared distance between the mean centroid is overviewed.

k-means clustering: The various means taken from the correlated data is produced and hence the centroid is deciphered. The minimum difference between the centroids nodes, called seeds, are classified and considered. By taking the subsets by ‘rounds of clustering’, the clustered data is produced. It is a supervised form of clustering.

Self-organising map (SOM) and trees: It is the supervised form of clustering in which a gene is picked at random and a reference vector is placed and hence a map is created.

Principal component analysis (PCA): It is the unsupervised form of clustering which involves the clustering of the data set along various dimensions of the data and hence a single clustered data set is evolved which is organized into a axis of the dimensions of the data set.

E. Further Processing of the Data

Further processing of the data set involves the reproduction of clustered data set into a form of dendrograms, scatter plot etc. to consider the roots and various dimensions of the data set. Dendrograms can be used to identify the genetics of the dimensions of the data (Fig. 1). In this data set, for example, the root is deeply attached to the latter part of the dimensions of the data set.
regulating and are linked to the other node which can be compensated to produce an effective interface (Fig. 6). The various parameters used in the clustering, for example, Euclidean distance, correlation coefficients, standard deviation recognize the same network [8].

The post processing of data set also result in the conclusion that the data set can be used for further purposes such as drug discovery. The result involves the drug identification based results such as the latter part of the dimensional data is firmly attached with the root of the dendrogram [9] [10].

Fig. 3 Un-clustered data with no parameters

Fig. 4 Network result (SOM)

Fig. 5 Network result (SOM)

Fig. 6 Showing interacting genes in the later part of the data set

V. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

GRNs can be used to identify the interactions between the genes, correlation between genes, drug identification and genomics and proteomics based research. For achieving the dependency between the genes by first transformation of the data set and thus reproducing the result in the form of the network we can find the clustered analysis of the genes. Thus we can find the correlation between the genes. The dendrogram obtained by phylogenetic analysis of the data we can thus obtain that the enzymes are keenly supporting the later part of the data dimensionality which can be a part of the identification of the drug target. The log transformation by log sigmoid function could thereby influenced to obtain the interaction of the genes by using the significance of edges of the network produced.

The enzymes functioning involved in the regulation and
expression of the data set are inheriting themselves from the earlier part of the data set as seen in the GRNs. So we can find these properties of the genes involved in the earlier part of the data set. So if data is not harmed, it can be used in drug discovery. Secondly the parameters involved do not change the functionality stream of the data which give rise to the interface that enzymes are originally involved in the cell regulation. Supercoiled data can be used in the drug discovery and other parts of genomics and proteomics based research [12].

In this paper, reconstruction of genetic regulatory networks from time series gene expression data using clustering technique has been done. The supercoiled data of E. coli bacterium has been considered for the reconstruction using proposed method. The proposed method includes preprocessing of the raw data set, its clustering using SOM, post processing of clustered data using Java TreeView and finally construction of genetic regulatory network using Cytoscape software tool.
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